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1. Introduction
vColour naming

vExpect to demonstrate universal trends across languages
vBasic color terms (Berlin & Kay 1969)

vUniversal theory of colour terms: Berlin & Kay model (BKM)
v11 basic colour terms (BCTs) ‘evolve’ in a predictable order in any 

language
vPurposes of this study

vTo investigate Japanese colour terms used in Man’yōshū
vTo assess whether Japanese language conforms to BKM

vTo revise Stanlaw’s (2010) proposal

(Berlin & Kay 1969: 4)
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2. Literature review – Stanlaw (2010)
vPossible evolutionary sequence for Japanese CTs

v紫 murasaki ʻpurple’ plays an important role in the early Japanese 
colour lexicon

v“became the important national colour, synonymous with the 
imperial court” (Stanlaw 2010: 207)

vExamples of murasaki in Old Japanese (Man’yōshū)

(Stanlaw 2010: 206) 3

The紫 murasaki case runs counter to BKM
Stanlaw (2010) BKM

W: White, Bk: Black, Pk: Pink, Y: Yellow, R: Red, Pu: Purple, G:Green, Bu: Blue

The emergence of 紫 murasaki ʻpurple’ (Pu)
Pu emerges in the last stage (Stage Ⅶc)

Pu may have derived earlier than blue (Bu) (Stage 3)

(Stanlaw 2010: 214)

(Stanlaw 2010: 214)

(see also Ohtsuki et.al 2019: 118-119)4



Problem with Stanlaw’s proposal
vStanlaw’s (2010) argument

vbased on misinterpretation

vCrucial factors

vDid not use any criteria to identify BCTs.
vCollect phrases containing the Chinese character 紫

vConsequence: misinterpretation of 紫 as ʻpurple’
v紫野 (Murasaki-no): place name
v紫 (Murasaki ‘gromwell’): plant name
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3. Method
vPurposes of this paper:

vTo revise Stanlaw’s analysis
vTo correct mistranslation
vTo systematically apply

vBKM’s universal criteria
vShibata’s (1988) language-specific criteria

vTarget CTs: 白 shiro ‘white’, 黒 kuro ‘black’, 赤 aka ‘red’, 青
awo ‘blue’, 緑 midori ‘green’, 黄 ki ‘yellow’, 紫 mursaki
‘purple’, 桃 momo ‘pink’

vAll assumed to be BCTs in the Man’yoo stage in Stanlaw (2010)
vInvestigate kanji characters of these colour terms as the target CTs
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CriteriaA: Monolexemic
e.g.
⾚ aka ‘red’ is appropriate.
緑みの⻩ midorimi-no-ki ‘yellowish-green’ is not basic.

B: Not an object 
name

e.g. 
⾚ aka ‘red’ is appropriate.
オレンジ orenji ‘orange’ is not basic. 

C: Morphological 
regularity

e.g. 
⾚-い aka-i ‘be red’ is appropriate. 
*緑-い midori-i ‘be green’ is not basic. 

D: Reduplication
e.g.
⾚⾚ aka-aka ‘red-red’ is appropriate.
*⻩⻩ ki-ki ‘yellow-yellow’  is not basic.

E: Not a hyponym
e.g.
⾚ aka ‘red’ is appropriate.
緋⾊ hi-iro ‘deep red’ is not basic. 

F: Focal hues
e.g.
⾚ aka ‘red’ is psychologically salient because the range encompassed by the colour
term overlaps with an area that indicates “normalised” focal colour red.

(see also Ohtsuki et.al 2019: 115-118)Criteria
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The diagram of 
normalsed focal hues 

(top) and the Japanese 
case (bottom) 
(Berlin & kay 1969: 9-
13)

The ⾚ aka ‘red’ 
area in Japanese 
overlaps with the 
range of 
“normalsed” red.

Focal Hues: 

example
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4. Results
vAmong the target terms:

vBasic: 白 shiro ‘white’, 黒 kuro ‘black’,  赤 aka ‘red’, 青 awo
‘blue’
vfulfil all or most of the criteria

vNot Basic: the other 4 colors
vConstitute a place name or flower name

ve.g., 桃花(tōka): peach blossum

vUsed as a substitute character or conventional epithet
ve.g.,  緑児 (Midori-ko): an infant at around 2 or 3 years old
ve.g.,  紫の (Murasaki-no):枕詞 (makura kotoba, conventional descriptive phrase)
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Summary

 

 A. 

Monolexemic 

B. 

Not an 

object name 

C. 

Morphological 

regularity   

D. 

Reduplication 

E. 

Not a hyponym 

F. 

Focal hues 

Basic? 

白 shiro ‘white’ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔	 ✔	 YES 

黒 kuro ‘black’ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔	 ✔	 YES 

赤 aka ‘red’ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔	 ✔	 YES 

青 awo ‘blue’ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ? ? YES 

緑 midori ‘green’ ✔ * ? * ? ✔ NO 

黄 ki ‘yellow’ ✔ * (N/A) ? * ✔ ✔ NO 

紫 murasaki ‘purple’ ✔ * * * ✔ * NO 

桃 momo ‘peach’ ✔ * * * * ✔ NO 
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Results – Data (Examples)
紫 murasaki ʻpurple’
v Does not fulfil Criterion B: no single instance of the term unambiguously refer 

to the colour PURPLE
v 紫野 (Murasaki-no): place name
v 紫 (Murasaki ‘gromwell’):  plant name

v Does not fulfil Criterion C
v *紫(色)-い(Murasaki(iro)-i), *紫(色)-さ(Murasaki(iro)-sa)

cf. 赤い (Aka-i), 赤さ (Aka-sa)
v Does not fulfil Criterion D

v *紫紫(Murasaki-murasaki) cf. 赤赤 (Aka-aka)
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桃 momo ʻpink’
vDoes not fulfil Criterion B

vThe term 桃花 tōka means ʻpeach blossomʼ, not the colour PINK

vDoes not fulfil Criterion C
v*桃(色)-い (momo(iro)-i), *桃(色)-さ (momo(iro)-sa)

vDoes not fulfil Criterion D
v*桃桃 (momo-momo)

(Stanlaw 2010: 207)
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青 awo ‘blue’ 
vCriterion B: The signification of the term in early Japan was more extensive than 

it is now:青 awo ‘blue’ signified a broader range of colours than the present 
term ‘blue’ 
vi.e.青 ‘awo’ refers to the colour灰 ‘hai’ (grey).
ve.g.1) 青雲 ‘awokumo, seiun’ refers to the bluish or greyish cloud
ve.g.2) 青駒/青馬 ‘Awo-koma’ refers to the greyish horse

vCriterion C: 青い (awo-i), 青さ(awo-sa) 
vCriterion D: 青青 / 青々 (awo-awo)

※The examples of “青駒”  in the website 

Interactive Searching of Japanese Texts: 
http://jti.lib.virginia.edu/japanese/manyoshu/A

noMany.html
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5. Conclusion
vRevisions 

vThe ‘basic’ colour terms proposed by Stanlaw (2010) were NOT yet basic as 
the Man’yoo colours (stage 4)
v緑 midori ‘green’, 黄 ki ‘yellow’, 紫 mursaki ‘purple’, 桃 momo ‘pink’

vThese terms have not derived earlier than stage 4
vThey might be emerged in the later stage (see next slide)

• Implication
1. GRUE(G/Bu) still existed in stage 4
2. 黄 ki ‘yellow’, have not yet derived from 赤 aka ‘red’

v Red-Yellow division: can take place after the GRUE-Black division
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(Stanlaw 2010: 214)
Revisions of the Stanlaw’s proposal 15

Additional evidences: 
Revised Model

v Reason: 黄 ki ‘yellow’, have not 
yet derived from 赤 aka ‘red’ in 
stage 4, as well as stage 2 and 3

vMACRO-RED status of aka in
Man’yōshū 
vReceives additional support from 

momiji ‘autumn leaves’

vThree Orthographies for 
momiji ‘autumn leaves’
v紅葉 ‘crimson-leaf’
v⾚葉 ‘red-leaf’
v⻩葉 ‘yellow-leaf’

Revised Model
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v 紅葉 ‘crimson-leaf’

v ⾚葉 ‘red-leaf’

v ⻩葉 ʻyellow-leaf’

Three Orthographies for momiji ‘autumn leaves’ in Man’yōshū
※The examples of Momiji ‘Autumn leaves’
in the website Interactive Searching of 
Japanese Texts: 
http://jti.lib.virginia.edu/japanese/manyosh
u/AnoMany.html

In Man’yōshū, most of the term momiji is 
expressed as ⻩葉 ʻyellow-leaf’: a few of 
them use 紅葉 ‘crimson-leaf’ or ⾚葉 ‘red-
leaf’ (Ohno 2011: 1233)
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